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A burst is an unusually large number of events occurring within a certain period of time. To 
detect a burst from data streams as early as possible is valuable for various users. Therefore, 
real-time analysis of a burst is becoming more and more important in various fields. Various burst 
analysis methods have been proposed. However, real-time analysis of the detail of the burst is 
difficult owing to the huge amount of computation. 
This work proposes a new burst analysis method that reduces computation by avoiding 
redundant data aggregation. This method detects a burst by analyzing the event stream whenever an 
event is observed. This method analyzes by compressing the maintained data and suppressing the 
amount of computation when the event occurrence is concentrated. In addition, this method 
calculates a level and weight of a burst in real-time. The former represents the strength of a burst, 
and the latter represents the value to be compared with different bursts in order to rank the bursts. 
It was confirmed by the experiment with real data that the proposed method analyzes burst 
effectively by preventing over-sensitive burst and long ranged burst. The result of burst analysis 
shows that the proposed method is more suitable than conventional methods in exploiting sudden 
unusual events. Moreover, it was confirmed by the experiment that the proposed method is more 
efficient when the appearance of data is strongly biased like document streams on the Internet. 
These characteristics represent the usefulness of the proposed method for real-time burst analysis. 
  
